
About.com Readers Choice Poll
Jim Pathfinder Ewing Reiki Tweeter Winner

Reiki Shaman Jim Pathfinder Ewing has much to celebrate this week his Twitter account @edibleprayers having won the
About.com Readers Choice Poll Reiki Tweeter Award. Ewing joined the Findhorn Press author stable in 2006 and over the past six years
has written five books, two of which are on reiki shamanism. His most recent title Dreams of the Reiki Shaman has proved conclusively that he
is an author to be contended with. With more than a decade of successful workshops behind him very few are better placed than Jim
Pathfinder Ewing to guide the reader on the path of Dreaming and Reiki Shamanism. The book expands and refines the unique combination of
the hands-on healing modality of Reiki with the life-changing shamanic journey.

"With Dreams of the Reiki Shaman, his growing body of work, and his social networking following, Jim PathFinder Ewing may just be the
Carlos Castaneda of a new generation."

— Grace Walsh, Reiki Master Teacher, author of Divine Arrows: Weaving the Path of Divine Guidance

Findhorn Press will be publishing a sixth Ewing title this autumn entitled Conscious Food: Sustainable Growth Spiritual Eating rooted firmly in
eco-spirituality, this guide to reconnecting with edible nature focuses on how modern people can regain Spirit in food individually and
collectively.

“[This] knowledgeable man manages to impart his wisdom in a manner that is beautifully clear and concise.” —Sandi Sedgbeer, editor, Planet
Lightworker magazine

Findhorn Press published Reiki Shamanism: A Guide to Out of Body Healing in 2008 this enabled anyone with a rudimentary knowledge of
either Reiki or shamanism to learn how to heal people and places, whether at close at hand or from a distance. Using real-life examples to
show how Reiki can be practiced within the shamanic journey and supported by mastery exercises, the guide can be used by both the novice
and the experienced practitioner.

“Jim is a voice for the Earth, giving us much needed inspiration and information about living in harmony… A marvelous guide.” —Brooke
Medicine Eagle, author, Buffalo Woman Comes Singing

Findhorn Press will continue to support and publish Jim Pathfinder Ewing and our other world acclaimed authors; Diana Cooper, Stewart
Pearce, John Brierley and Allan Hunter. We have a commitment to publishing books that make a positive, loving and healing difference to the
planet.

Findhorn Press offers their readers concrete tools and advice for making life a more conscious and satisfying experience. We serve our planet
by always working with love, bringing this into your life with every new author we introduce, every new title we publish.

Jim PathFinder Ewing is an accomplished journalist, sought-after teacher and lecturer, and acclaimed innovator in energy work. In addition to
serving as his community medicine man, he travels extensively, lecturing on shamanism, energy medicine, and Native American spirituality. For
further information on the author please visit http://bit.ly/HUla7O

Carol Shaw Publicity & Marketing Manager Findhorn Press tel: 01309 641576 e-mail: carol @findhornpress.com 

Findhorn Press is an independent publishing house in northeast Scotland which offers books, sets of cards, cds and dvds that
cover a wide range of 'mind-body-spirit' topics such as nature, spirituality, alternative health (for both people and for animals),
self-help, etc. We publish under 3 different imprints: Findhorn Press, Camino Guides (which focuses on guidebooks for pilgrims
to Santiago de Compostella) and Earthdancer (holistic, mostly crystal, healing, and the nature/angelic kingdoms).

Growth, change, enthusiasm, support, flexible, relevant, engagement, spiritual and solving today’s challenges – this is
Findhorn Press – yesterday and tomorrow!


